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TSX Exchange | OTC:EGMCF | FRA:EMLM | Market Cap $7M

Description: Emgold Mining Corporation is a growth-oriented junior mining company. Its key assets
include a 3.75-million share holding (worth C$2.6 million) in Troilus Gold Corp. (TSX: TLG), an emerging gold
producer with its principal operations in Quebec; and a 100% interest (see below) in the 10,000-hectare Casa
South Property in Quebec, a property located just south of Hecla Mining Company’s (NYSE: HL) Casa Berardi
Mine. (Casa Berardi produced nearly 163,000 ounces of gold in 2018 and has 1.91 million ounces of remaining
gold resources.)

Amendment to Casa South Option Agreement: Emgold has completed an amendment to its option
agreement with Greg Exploration Inc. and Affiliates (the Vendors) regarding the Casa South Property, and
Emgold has exercised that amendment. Under the original accord, Emgold could acquire a 91% interest in the
property if it made a total of C$375,000 payments to the Vendors over a four-year period and completed C$1.6
million of exploration expenditures.
Per new amended terms – terms which Emgold has recently exercised – Emgold can purchase a 100% interest
in Casa South if it issues 4,000,000 Compensation Units to the Vendors. Each unit consists of one share of
Emgold common stock plus one-half of a warrant. Each warrant allows the holder to purchase one share of
Emgold common stock at US$0.25 over the next 24 months. All cash payments to the Vendors and required
exploration expenditures are eliminated in the new amended agreement. At current prices, the value of the
common shares of Emgold alone to be transferred to the Vendors is C$580,000.
We consider Emgold’s decision to acquire 100% of Casa South to be another value-creating decision by the
company’s management. Indeed, given Hecla Mining’s aggressive plans to continue to develop Casa Berardi,
we believe that Hecla could in time look to purchase the Casa South Property from Emgold – at a presumably
healthy premium.
The close proximity of the Casa South Property to Casa Berardi is illustrated in Figure 1 on page 2. The
contours of Casa South Property is outlined in white in the figure.
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Figure 1. Casa South Property Details

Source: Emgold Mining Corp.
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Tormont50 is a venue for highlighting timely ideas and trends in individual stocks and the market.
Tormont50 is not an advisory service, and does not offer buy, sell, or any other rating on the securities we
discuss. The stocks we select for commentary are derived from our own research or via suggestions from
Tormont50 members. We encourage participants to submit stocks or topics for discussion. Our goal for this
project is to create an exclusive, “concierge” research platform that will serve both management teams and
portfolio managers within the Tormont50 universe.
This message is intended only for the personal and confidential use of the designated recipient(s) members of the Tormont50. If you are not the
intended recipient of this message you are hereby notified that any review, dissemination, distribution or copying of this message is strictly
prohibited. This communication is for information purposes only and should not be regarded as an offer to sell or as a solicitation. This material is
based upon information which we consider reliable, but we do not represent that such information is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied
upon as such. This information is current and is subject to change. Past performance is not an indicator of future results and the value of the holdings
and the income derived from them can go down as well as up.
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